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ABOUT SPREADCHARTS 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 

 

 

SpreadCharts is a complete analytical platform for commodity futures and 

spreads. Find out more on https://SpreadCharts.com. 

Seasonality alone is no longer sufficient in today's financial markets. It is like a 

rear-view mirror – it tells you something about the past but very little about the present. You 

must do better to be successful in today's ever-changing markets. You need additional tools that 

work independently from seasonality and reflect what is happening in the market right now. 

SpreadCharts has all the components that you need to stay on top of commodity trading. 

SpreadCharts offers the widest range of functions, which gives you a unique 

insight into the markets. Technical analysis, seasonality studies, sentiment data, and term 

structure dynamics are just a few of the many tools you will find in this app. And they are free 

for anybody to use, which is especially helpful for beginners. Moreover, all of this is served in a 

modern, user-friendly environment. You can run the app anywhere and anytime - on your PC, 

tablet, or phone if necessary. 

While the free features are great, the premium features on SpreadCharts will blow 

your mind. A good example is trading signals powered by artificial intelligence. The intelligent 

model generating the signals takes other types of data into account, not just seasonality. It 

makes predictions in real-time, continually learns from new data, and adapts to the fast-

evolving market environment. 

For those who desire a more personal approach, there is premium research. It is 

world-class research of the best opportunities in the markets from people with a successful 

track record in the hedge fund industry. 

Although the premium features are exciting, they will not make a successful 

trader out of you. Their purpose is to save you time analysing tens of markets, finding you only 

the best opportunities. The rest is, however, up to you. Only hard work and thorough study will 

bring you success. But you are lucky! This book is precisely the right source for the start of your 

journey in the markets... 

 

https://spreadcharts.com/
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PREFACE 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 

 

 

“The Correct Method of Analysis” completes the journey on Commodity Spread 

Trading, putting theory into practice. In this second volume, you will see a well-explained and 

valid method of analysis of a commodity or spread. Please note that this is not a strategy, but 

rather, as I said, a method of analysis. 

You cannot reduce trading with commodities to a single standard strategy you can 

always follow automatically, because there are many variables that can affect crops and 

livestock. Furthermore, it is wrong to reduce spread trading to the seasonal trades 

recommended by Moore Research and SeasonAlgo, which is based on their entry and exit dates. 

Trading with commodities is more complex and requires more data to get the complete picture 

of any given situation, and to have the odds on your side. 

In this book, I will show you a method of analysis using five steps; seasonality is 

only one of them. I will demonstrate how considering only the spreads recommended by Moore 

Research and SeasonAlgo limits spread trading a lot and prevent many other opportunities. In 

the examples I use throughout this book, I try to convey the experience I have acquired over 25 

years in the financial markets, by explaining important aspects that will improve your trading 

with commodities. 

Perhaps you have read ads on the internet that say “follow the seasonality and 

earn” which implies that it is easy to gain profits through spread trading. Reality is a bit 

different. Spread trading is just different and exciting trading, not easier. 

By using the method of analysis that I am going to show you in the next pages, you 

will bring the odds of success onto your side, and this aspect is fundamental, not only in spread 

trading but in trading in general. 

For any questions, do not hesitate to contact me at the e-mail address 

info@tradingwithdavid.com it will be my pleasure to answer all of you. Also, visit my website 

https://tradingwithdavid.com where you will find free articles, analyses, and books. 

 

mailto:info@tradingwithdavid.com
https://tradingwithdavid.com/
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INTRODUCTION TO THE METHOD 
C H A P T E R   1 

 

 

In my first book on commodities and spread trading, you learnt the theory. In this 

book, you will see it in practice through several examples of how I analyse a spread. You will see 

aspects that you will not find in any other book or course, and that comes from over 25 years of 

experience in financial markets. 

Let me be clear. What you will see explained in the following pages is not a strategy 

to apply to your trading, but a method for analysing a spread. 

I am a big fan of anomalies, and this is the first thing I look at when I start my 

analysis, if there are spreads where there is a price anomaly compared to recent years, and 

which I find worthy of attention, I investigate further. Even better if the spread is in 

backwardation. 

In that case, I need to figure out where this anomaly in the spread comes from. If 

for example, it was based on a fundamental aspect, then after careful analysis, a possible 

continuation of that anomaly might also emerge. 

If instead the anomaly is not justified by any fundamental aspect, it becomes an 

appealing spread. If this is the case, there will be an excess in price, and then it is highly likely 

that shortly after this, there will also be a realignment. But let’s take this step by step in order to 

see by which criteria I choose a spread. 

First, I look at my book on the best seasonal spreads because it saves me a lot of 

time, there I find the best seasonality. It is convenient for me, and so, I start from there. Those 

who subscribe to Moore Research and/or SeasonAlgo can use their databases. Then, I choose a 

spread that has all the features that I am looking for. Such as interesting price, seasonal patterns 

fairly correlated, good statistics when compared with previous years. At this point, I make a 

fundamental analysis of the underlying (or underlyings in the case of Intermarket spreads). 

For example, let’s say I am analysing a spread on Corn. Moore Research tells me 

that, during this period of the year, the seasonality of Corn is bullish. What does fundamental 

analysis tell me? Does it tell me, as Moore Research does, that most likely the price of Corn will 
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rise? If so, perfect! Seasonality and fundamental analysis concur; I can continue the analysis of 

the spread. 

If instead seasonality and fundamental analysis do not coincide, if for example 

Corn seasonality is bullish but fundamentals bearish, I will however not discard the spread, but 

rather will try and understand the reason behind it. It has happened several times in my trading 

life that I opened trades against seasonality. 

Always remember that my book on the best seasonal spreads or sites like Moore 

Research and SeasonAlgo are only an additional tool in your analysis, do not consider them the 

Holy Grail. So, if the fundamentals, news, and reports do not concur with the seasonality, you 

should consider that it is very likely that this year seasonality will not be respected. 

My book on the best seasonal spreads, SeasonAlgo and Moore Research are a good 

starting point, but not the only option. My analysis may start from the fundamental analysis, a 

report, such as the C.O.T., or news that I find particularly interesting, or even from the term 

structure or contango distribution. In these cases, I also look to see if there is seasonality. 

I always take corn as an example. First, I check if there is a particularly interesting 

report or fundamental piece of news about it. Then, I see whether, between the spreads proposed 

by my book (Moore Research or SeasonAlgo), there is one with seasonality in line with what I 

read. If there is, I have the same situation as before, always to my advantage, with seasonality 

and fundamental analysis that concur. 

If I already have a spread proposed by my book, I select that one. I do not 

complicate my life because I already have a statistic, a seasonality. The next step is to complete 

the analysis and then, eventually, I decide on the trade entry, stop-loss, and target. 

It is also possible that there is a fundamental analysis that I like, but that has not 

got spread proposed by my book; it is not uncommon to happen. Then, I create a new spread. 

The solution could be I have a bullish idea on corn; therefore, I buy the futures contract with the 

closest delivery (on which, usually, a rise of the underlying asset has a more significant impact) 

and sell a futures contract with the farthest delivery. 

Which delivery should I decide to sell? If I take the delivery immediately following 

the one bought (e.g., I buy delivery in May and sell delivery in July) it is evident that I will have a 

less volatile, less risky spread with a low margin required by the broker, but also the potential 

profit will be quite limited. 

Conversely, if I sell a distant delivery (for example December), then I will get a 

more volatile spread, and consequently, even the margin the broker will ask me will be higher 

(but the profit will be increased as well). I choose the delivery to sell, using my analysis, 

particularly those of contango and term structure. 
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By analysing the term structure, I can see if there are any anomalies in the various 

deliveries. With the study of contango, I evaluate the extent of the anomaly. 

So, as you have seen, the starting point of my analysis is not only the proposals by 

Moore Research and SeasonAlgo, but it can also arise from other aspects, such as an interesting 

report or a piece of particularly attractive news.  

What must never change is that seasonality, fundamental analysis, the study of 

contango, analysis of the term structure and C.O.T. should always agree in the same direction. 

Now, let’s take a better look at each of these five analyses of my method, starting 

with the study of seasonality and fundamental analysis of a sugar spread in Chapters 3 and 4. 

But before, a quick refresher. 
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A QUICK REFRESHER 
C H A P T E R   2 

 

 

To better understand the method that I will illustrate in the next chapters, I make 

a brief summary of some aspects covered in the first volume. 

The term structure refers to the yield curve that corresponds to the delivery of the 

various contracts. Futures are usually offered at different times for each underlying. Each 

contract, which expires on a different date, is traded at a different price, thus reflecting different 

expectations regarding the price of the underlying. 

Let's see a practical example with the chart of the corn futures term structure in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 - Corn futures term structure (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

Altogether, the yields form what is called “Term Structure” This yield 

conformation often reveals crucial information on the relationship between demand and 
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supply related to the underlying, and this may be important to the trader's choices. 

The curve generated by the futures term structure can appear in different forms. 

As the yields of the futures correspond to the ones you forecast for the underlying, the curve 

shape provides information on the demand-supply dynamics of the underlying asset and thus 

gives you a hand to see if it is convenient to invest in that asset and, in trading, in its futures 

contracts. 

A futures term structure that sees the price increasing concomitantly with longer 

deliveries generates a positive curve, a phenomenon known as “Contango” This is the most 

common form of the term structure of commodity futures since the increase in yields coincides 

with an increase in the price of the commodity as you move in more distant deliveries. 

In the chart in Figure 2, you can see the coffee futures term structure in Contango. 

This type of structure gives investors a positive view of the market, where there are no 

particular shortcomings in the demand and supply of the commodity traded; it also reflects 

inflation expectations for the following months. 

 

Figure 2 - Coffee futures term structure in contango (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

The futures term structure that sees the price drop in concomitance with a longer 

delivery generates a negative curve known as “Backwardation.” 

Most of the time, Backwardation is linked to financial futures such as the index 

S&P500 because these contracts are not based on physical commodities that require storage and 
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delivery in the future. You can see an example in Figure 3 below with the T-Note 10-year futures 

term structure chart. 

 

Figure 3 - T-Note 10-year futures term structure in backwardation (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

The angle of curvature of the term structure gives the investor an indication 

concerning the moments in which violent swings in prices of the underlying are foreseen. In 

general, the steeper the trend of the curve - regardless of the type of market – it indicates the 

more volatility will be high in the following months. Sometimes these curves, both steep and 

flat, are influenced by seasonality. 

Going back to Backwardation, it can also occur for futures in commodities for 

short periods of strong imbalance between supply and demand. In fact, some commodities 

seasonally fluctuate between Contango and Backwardation. 

After figuring out how the futures term structure works, especially of the 

commodities, let's understand how to transform this knowledge into practice and how to gain 

a profit. Let’s see an example with the wheat futures term structure in Figure 4. 

The thing that immediately strikes the eye is that, like every year, July delivery is 

in backwardation. The reason for this, as you will come to see in Chapter 16 of the first volume, 

is linked to the harvest that usually takes place in late July. 
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Figure 4 - Wheat futures term structure (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

Generally, an anomaly in term structure gives you the opportunity to exploit it by 

working towards a return of the term structure in a normal contango. How? You will see how 

in several examples in the following chapters. 

 

Figure 5 - Sugar futures term structure with 5yr-average (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

Moreover, the comparison of the current term structure with the 5- and 15-year 

averages is very interesting. You can immediately understand if a backwardation is an anomaly 

or repeats itself over time for a reason. Above, you can see an example in Figure 5 with the term 
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structure of sugar and its 5-year average. 

Besides, you can also compare the current term structure with that of a week or 

month before, to understand its evolution. Same example, with sugar, you can see it in Figure 

6. 

 

Figure 6 - Sugar futures term structure a month before (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

It can be easily understood from the two charts above that unlike the 5-year 

average, in the current term structure, deliveries in April and July are still in backwardation. 

The term structure of a month earlier, however, tells you it was already aligned 

with its average, but that, in the following days, something happened (an event or speculation), 

that brought the two deliveries into backwardation. 

Another useful tool for traders is the Continuous contango. Before explaining 

what, it is, let’s look at an example of it, using the coffee spread chart in Figure 7. 

Here is the contango distribution of the coffee spread KCH21-KCN21 over the past 

20 years. You can switch the distribution to the last 1, 2, or 5 years, or see its full history (as of 

2020, 47 years of data). 

First of all, there’s the distribution itself (blue columns) and the last value (vertical 

blue line) centred on the nearest column. Together, they allow you to compare the current 

contango value to the historical distribution. The levels of high density (clusters of tall columns) 

tend to act as an attractor to the price. 
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Figure 7 - KCH21-KCN21 Continuous contango (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

You have surely noticed the red and green areas. These are very helpful and will 

help you to speed up your analysis. The red-coloured area shows the 25th to 75th percentile 

range. It means 25% of the lowest values are located to the left side of it and 25% of the highest 

values to the right side of it. The red area basically highlights the region where the contango 

tends to return because it is mostly made up of 50% of the most common observations. 

The green-coloured area shows the 5th to 95th percentile range. The logic is the 

same as before, but the application is different. You should use this green range to identify 

extremes. Seeing the contango out of the green region is very rare. So, if that happens, the 

market is definitely overbought/oversold and there is a decent likelihood of mean reversion. 

This is because only 5% of the highest values and 5% of the lowest values are out of this region. 

Another handy tool is the frequency of positive values in the data set. You will find 

this in the top left-hand corner of the chart and only if there are negative values in the data 

(otherwise it is omitted). In the example above, there is “3.93% of the time above zero”. 

These statistics can be very helpful. In this particular example, it can tell you 

which spread strategy has a better chance at being successful. Contango has been 

overwhelmingly dominant in the coffee market and that is a great environment for bear 

spreads. 

What about fundamental ratios? Here is the 46-year distribution of gold/silver 

ratio (Figure 8) which is carefully watched by precious metals investors. This study is perfect 

for this kind of data. 
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Figure 8 - Gold/silver ratio Continuous contango (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

There are no limits to what you can visualize. An extreme example is the one below 

in Figure 9 with the crack spread. 

 

Figure 9 - Crack spread Continuous contango (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

To get better insight into the data, you can plot the histogram together with any 

other chart. It makes the most sense to display the histogram together with the underlying data. 

An example is in the next chart. The top sub-chart is the continuous histogram for ZSH21-
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ZSN21 soybean spread. Just below it is the continuous price for the same spread (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10 - ZSH21-ZSN21 combination charts (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

The charts are synchronised. If you change the zoom, the bottom continuous price 

sub-chart will scale accordingly, and the histogram will immediately show you the distribution 

of the data. To keep the data synced, keep the mouse zoom disabled, so you must use the buttons 

in the right zoom panel. 

The histogram gives you statistical properties of the data set with the price chart 

being helpful for analysing the finer details. This setup can help you immediately identify the 

periods of the extremes from the histogram. These two charts are a perfect fit. 

The new continuous histogram is a ground-breaking feature. It won’t just save 

your time but also reveal important data properties you would otherwise miss. Now, the bad 

news is due to the advanced character of this study and the computational time involved, the 

new histogram chart will be available only to premium users. The only exception is CBOT Corn 
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contracts (including Intramarket spreads) for which you can use it freely to get a taste of this 

powerful chart. 

The C.O.T. report is a weekly report released by the CFTC (Commodity Futures 

Trading Commission). It is a very important analysis since it is the only public resource available 

on the actual data of weekly positions held by major market players. These are:  

1. Commercial. These are commercial institutions that use futures as a hedging 

instrument against risks of the underlying assets of interest to them. Usually, they are involved 

in the production or processing of the underlying. By law, they cannot speculate on the market.  

2. Non-Commercial. Large Traders (hedge funds, banks, and Commodity Trading 

Advisors) that use futures as speculative instruments purely for profit. Just like the Commercial, 

they too are registered.  

3. Nonreportable Positions. Small speculators and retail traders who are not 

holding a position large enough to report to the CFTC.  

 

Figure 11 - Corn C.O.T. report (www.cftc.gov) 

 

Basically, knowing how many long positions are held by funds, or how many short 

ones there are in a group of retail traders is not that important. The real advantage is given by 

the creation of a chart of the performance of long and short positions. In this way you can 

understand how the data change over time. 

You can see in Figure 11 above an example with the positions of the three 

categories of investors in the market highlighted. The data concern the corn. 
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The report is released every week on Friday (at 3:30 p.m. Eastern time), and the 

release usually includes data from the previous Tuesday. For that reason, the report is more 

suitable for one type of medium-long term trading (so perfect for spread trading). 

However, simple data are not so useful. You must transform them into a chart to 

get important information. Fortunately, you do not have to do anything, there are software that 

already have this function, such as SpreadCharts. You can see an example below with the net 

position of Soybeans (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12 - Soybeans C.O.T. net position (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

In this chart, the net position is only of the Speculators (Non-Commercial, or Large 

Traders), which is obtained simply by subtracting the short positions from the long ones. 

 This is all interesting, but how do you use this information in your trading? 

Erroneously from what people think, the COT is not something that gives buy or sell signals, but 

only gives indications of the sentiment of the main market players, often anticipating trend 

reversals. 

Therefore, the COT should be interpreted and evaluated in conjunction with price 

movements and other valid data. 

Usually, as the net positions increase, the futures price should increase, and vice 

versa. What you first need to do, therefore, is to compare the trend in net positions with the 

price chart, as shown in Figure 13 below with soybeans. 
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Figure 13 - Soybeans futures with C.O.T. (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

As you saw in Chapter 10 of volume 1, there are a couple of ways in which the COT 

gives me likely trend reversals. There are levels of the net position above which you have an 

excess of long or short positions. 

Excesses that can continue for several months, so the fact that the net position is 

above, or below certain levels tells you nothing other than that the underlying is heavily bought 

or sold. Only a return to more normal levels provides a signal that the trend is likely to reverse. 

For the sake of clarity, let me show you an example. Below in Figure 14 you can see 

the chart of the soybeans in which I have highlighted two levels of support and resistance. In 

truth they are not of the classic supports and resistances but indicate the levels beyond which 

one has an excess of purchases and sales of the underlying. 

At the top, the COT with the net position of Speculators, at the bottom, the 

soybeans chart. 
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Figure 14 - Soybeans futures with Net Position support/resistance (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

In these situations, it is not advisable to open positions trying to spot a level where 

the trend can invert. The probabilities of going against a strong loss are elevated. It is 

convenient, instead, to wait for the net position to rise above the support line, or to go down 

under the resistance line, before opening an operation. 

These levels obviously vary depending on the commodity. 

Another interesting aspect is the net position/price divergence. Unlike the 

divergence between an indicator and the price used in technical analysis, this type of divergence 

has an important value. It shows that Speculators - as prices fall or rise - take profits and no 

longer show any interest in continuing to sell or buy. This means that the trend in the 

underlying will soon end, and prices will return to more correct values. 

In Figure 15, again on the chart of soybeans seen above, you can see several net 

position/price divergences highlighted. 
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Figure 15 - Soybeans with divergences net position/price (SpreadCharts.com) 

 

It is not easy to understand when a trend reversal has started. The soybean price 

in the last divergence continued to rise a lot while the Speculators' net position was falling. In 

these cases, it is not possible to set rules, experience, knowledge of the commodity and, the 

general market situation counts a lot. 

What you have read in this chapter is just a quick refresher of the term structure, 

continuous contango, and C.O.T. report for those who did not read my first volume on 

Commodity Spread Trading (which I nevertheless recommend you do). 

In the next chapter, I will begin by explaining the first step of my method: the 

analysis of seasonality. 
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THE STUDY OF SEASONALITY 
C H A P T E R   3 

 

 

In the first chapter, you saw how I choose a spread; now you will see, in detail, all 

the different steps of analysis. Usually, in my analysis I start by looking at the spreads suggested 

by my book on the best seasonal spreads. However, as I have explained, a trading idea does not 

always start with seasonality and statistical databases. 

In this case, to come to the aid of all those who use the various statistical databases, 

I have taken a spread proposed by Moore Research, specifically spread number 4952, which 

appears among the February 2017 proposals: SBV7-SBN7. 

So, my starting point is Moore Research, that tells me there is a bullish seasonality 

on the spread SBV7-SBN7 (buying the Sugar futures contract with delivery in October 2017 and 

selling the Sugar futures contract with delivery in July 2017). 

This means that I am basically bearish on sugar because I buy the farthest delivery 

and sell the closest one. I remind you that the earliest delivery is most sensitive to the 

underlying asset price movements because it is the one that will have the more significant 

impact. 

So, you must always bear in mind what you do with the earliest delivery. If you are 

selling it, as in my case, the trend of that commodity should be bearish because when prices will 

come down, they are very likely to drop more in the closest delivery than the farthest, and your 

spread can be profitable. 

If instead, you are buying the earliest delivery, the trend of the commodity should 

be bullish, for the same reason. When prices come up, it is most likely that it will rise more in 

the closest delivery than the farthest. So, never forget this relationship. 

The first thing I always do, regardless of the type of analysis, signal, fundamentals, 

etc., is to look at the volume of the two (or more) legs that make up the spread. 

The volume must be at least 1.000 contracts for both futures contracts as lower 

volumes may cause too much volatility, which could cause an unfavourable outcome and be a 

victim of unpredictable scenarios.  
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So, after clicking on the number of the spread proposed by Moore Research (4592), 

I look at the volume of the two legs by clicking on “Sugar #11 Quotes” in the box above the table 

with the results from previous years.  

The volumes of the two deliveries of Sugar are far more than 1.000 contracts. After 

checking this, my next step is to open the chart of the spread, which you can see in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16 - SBV7-SBN7 chart (www.mrci.com) 

 

The first thing that captures my attention is that the price of the spread (black line) 

is less than zero. Having to purchase the delivery in October and sell the one in July, a negative 

price for the spread means that it is in backwardation. This is very interesting as it represents 

an anomaly. 

Continuing with the analysis, I can see that the two seasonal patterns, however, 

are not very correlated. While the 15-years seasonal pattern (blue line) is very bullish during the 

seasonal window, the 5-years (red line) has almost a sideways movement. 

Let’s pause for a minute to explain this. One of the most common questions that 

people ask me is: do I have to look at the 15-year seasonal pattern or the 5-year one? If the two 

seasonal patterns are well correlated, the problem does not exist. It can happen, as in the case 

above of Sugar, that the two seasonal patterns are not correlated. How do you approach this? 
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I shall tell you what I do. I look at the past years of the spread individually to assess 

the situation better and, more precisely, I study the table proposed by Moore Research with the 

results of the last 15 years, like the one shown in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17 - SBV7-SBN7 previous years (www.mrci.com) 

 

The thing that is immediately evident is that there are two years, 2010 and 2011, 

during which the spread started (entry date) from a position of strong backwardation, and in 

those two years the spread gained much more than in other years. These two years were so 

influential for the 15-year seasonal pattern, so much so that it turned bullish. 

Although not as strong as in the biennium 2010-2011, the spread is also currently 

in backwardation. Not only this but also during three other years (2003, 2005 and 2006) at the 

beginning of the seasonal window the spread was in backwardation (years that gave a profit). 

This is a relevant context and important observation; hence, I like to take 

advantage of abnormal situations (backwardation) when something is not typical in the price 

and use it to my advantage. 

Let’s take, as an example, a spread of live cattle in backwardation. Usually, I would 

ask myself this question: how much longer would it cost a farmer to keep a cow, say, for 

instance, until December rather than August? The more that prices become misaligned, the 
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more a return to normality seems likely, much more than with equities or other assets. 

Now I evaluate the current price of the spread. Looking at past prices is essential, 

especially those of recent years. Because if, for example, the price was within a range, and now 

is out of it, it means that something is happening (or has happened), and it is the fundamental 

analysis that will tell me what that is. 

If the fundamental analysis does not show me anything, it means that nothing has 

happened or deviated from the norm. Then I classify the situation as a price misaligned, and 

that gives me an excellent opportunity to trade the spread. 

I compare the current price level with those of recent years using the monthly 

chart, which you can see in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 - SBV7-SBN7 Monthly chart (www.mrci.com) 

 

The monthly chart confirms what I had already seen in the previous table. Except 

for the two years 2010 and 2011, the current price is at a lower level compared to the past 15 

years, and this is a very interesting factor. 

Just to clarify, the red and blue lines (Figure16) of the 5-and 15-years seasonal 

patterns are simply imposed and are not to scale with the chart. They should be considered only 

for developing the analysis and never for values, it is the case for those types of charts with 

seasonal patterns. For those, I need to look at the historical prices and evaluate whether the 

spread, compared to in the past, is overvalued or undervalued. 
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Now let's see whether there are curves in recent years that have a correlation of at 

least 80% with the current spread (Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19 - SBV7-SBN7 correlation with the years of the past (www.mrci.com) 

 

In this case, there is not a single year, in the past fifteen, that has had at least 80% 

correlation with the spread (as shown in the chart above, in addition to the current spread, the 

15-year seasonal pattern only appears). 

To find a correlation with a past year would have been something extra, but I can 

do without it. Relying exclusively on a past seasonality that happened 10 or 15 years ago might 

mean little because, for different reasons, a commodity could lately have had a particular trend. 

So, I must concentrate more on the current situation. 

Now let's see what information I got from the analysis of seasonality. 

PROS: 

• The volume of the two futures is over 1,000 contracts. 

• Spread is in Backwardation. Since 2006 the spread has always closed the 

seasonal window in contango. 

• Low price. 
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CONS: 

• 5- and 15-year seasonal patterns not correlated during the seasonal window. 

• No correlation with a past year. 

In conclusion, what does the study of seasonality tells me? The spread has an 

anomalous price, in backwardation. In this case, I must analyse the term structure and the 

contango distribution, rather than the seasonal patterns (something which I will demonstrate 

in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6). 

In recent years, on five occasions (2003, 2005, 2006, 2010, 2011), the spread began 

the seasonal window in backwardation, and in all five years gave a profit. Not only, from 2006 

the spread has always closed the seasonal window in contango. 

Therefore, you can see that in this case, the starting point of my analysis was from 

the backwardation. 

Now, I continue by looking at the fundamental analysis of sugar. 
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FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS 
C H A P T E R   4 

 

 

As you have seen, the above spread is built by buying the futures contract with 

delivery in October and selling the one with delivery in July. 

So basically, the spread focuses on a decline of sugar, an aspect which is very 

important. I then decide to read reports and search for news relating to Sugar, to see if 

fundamental analysis and seasonality concur on a drop of the sugar price, or differ. 

• About Sugar on the news: 

“The amount of cane used for Sugar over ethanol in Brazil is reversing the trend of 

many years where Sugar continually lost share. Even without a higher amount of cane crushed, 

Sugar output can expand when prices are more attractive for Sugar over fuel.” 

“Last year, China was a great market for the United States, but now this outlet to 

supply is sharply reduced, leaving the USA with a glut of ethanol and downward price pressure.” 

“Dryness in northern Brazil is ending. The more southern areas where the heart of 

the Sugarcane is grown, have seen the favourable weather for the late development of the crop 

prior to harvest.” 

“With the improved weather and potential for better yields, availability of 

Sugarcane should be seeing an improvement over this past season in Brazil, adding to the supply 

pressure from the top Sugar exporter.” 

• From the last Sugar World Markets and Trade: 

“United States production is forecast up 300,000 tons from last year to a record 8.5 

million on higher yields. Imports are expected to decline from 600,000 tons to 2.4 million with 

consumption relatively unchanged. Stocks are projected to dip 8.0 percent to 1.7 million tons.” 

• From the February 9 WASDE: 

“U.S. cane sugar production for 2016/17 is reduced by 72,803 short tons, raw 

value (STRV). Almost all of the reduction is based on industry reporting in Florida, indicating 
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less Sugarcane acreage and slightly lower yields than previously forecast.  

U.S. exports for 2016/17 are now projected at 75,000 STRV on indications of 

planned beet Sugar exports of 50,000 this fiscal year. This increase is matched by an equivalent 

increase in raw Sugar re-export imports. No change is made, this month in deliveries for human 

consumption.” 

 These reports do not yield a particularly positive context for sugar. There is strong 

competition from other exporting countries in addition to a strong dollar that puts a lot of 

pressure on US exports. On the other hand, production is expected to increase to a record level. 

Therefore, seasonality and fundamental analysis agree on a possible drop in the 

sugar price.  

In Appendix F, you will find the list of all the major commodity reports, whilst in 

Appendix G there is a compilation of the websites I utilise to search for relevant news. 

In the next three chapters, always using this spread, I will now demonstrate how 

to employ term structure analysis, the study of contango distribution, and the C.O.T. report 

analysis. 
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Hello, if what you have read has caught your interest, you can buy this book at the 

price of $ 22.99 (Paperback black and white) and $ 58.00 (Paperback in colour). Click on the link 

to proceed with the purchase Commodity Spread Trading – The Correct Method of Analysis. 

Thank you! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BF1W7KKX

